32	HISTORICAL ANTECEDENTS
one of the elementary duties of a civilized court is impartially
to protect existing rights even though they originated abroad,
nevertheless it must be observed that to protect a right is to
give effect to the legal system to which it owes its origin, for
a right is not a self-evident fact, but a conclusion of law.1 The
theory is, indeed, open to several objections.
The theory First, the theory is advanced in explanation of an imaginary
cefcTtfe difficulty, namely, that of reconciling the recognition of a
meaning of foreign law with the general principle that the laws of a sove-
'tcrrithw' re*Sn state kave f°rce on"y with*11 its own territorial jurisdiction.
But this is to ascribe too narrow a meaning to the expression
territorial law', which is not confined to the positive rules that
regulate acts and events occurring within the jurisdiction,
but includes also rules for the choice of law.2 English rules for
the choice of law are part of the law of England and when a
court, for instance, tests the substantial validity of a contract
made by two foreigners in Paris by reference to French law, it
applies a rule imposed by the English sovereign and it may
accurately be described as putting into force part of the terri-
torial law of England.
The theory     Secondly, the theory is futile if its supposed object is to indi-
b€git^! cate what legal system governs each legal relation. As Savigny
s        «     «    •     i • i        i	•	i»	••        •   i
has insisted, it begs the question and produces a vicious circle.
A judge who is merely directed to protect a foreign acquired
right is not far advanced on his journey, for he still requires to
fix the particular legal system, out of perhaps several possible
choices, which is entitled to determine whether acquisition is
complete—a search which is not facilitated by the bald state-
ment that a right once vested is inviolable. Once the appropriate
law to govern a case has been determined, the rights that it has
vested in the litigant ought certainly to be recognized as far as
possible, but that fact can scarcely be called 'the foundation of
judicial decisions' on private international law.3 As Cook has
shown, there are no fundamental and logical principles which
infallibly indicate in any given situation what court has jurisdic-,
tion and what law is applicable.4
The theory     Thirdly, the theory is untrue in fact, since the rules for the
* ibfetchoice of Iaw current in England and North America frequently
1 8/. 6fC.I.Q.,p. 285.
3 Arminjon, op. cit, p. 27; see also Lord Mansfield in Ho/man v. Johnson
(1775% i Cowp. 34i> 34-3; cited infra, p. 42.
3	Dicey, Conflict of Laws (5th ed.), p. 18.
4	Logical and Legal Bases of Conflict of Law, pp. 18-19."

